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Abstract—Moving target defense is a revolutionary technology
to change the pattern of attack and defense, and end-point
information mutation is one of the hotspots belonging to this
field. In order to counterpoise the defense benefit of end-point
information mutation and service quality of network system, the
self-adaptive end-point mutation technique based on adversary
strategy awareness is proposed. Directed at the blindness problem
of mutation mechanism in the course of defense, adversary strat-
egy awareness based on Sibson entropy algorithm is proposed
for guiding the choice of mutation mode by discriminating the
scanning attack strategy. Aimed at the low availability problem
caused by limited network resource and high mutation overhead,
satisfiability modulo theories are used to formally describe the
constraints of mutation. Finally, theoretical and experimental
analysis shows the ability to resist scanning attack and mutation
overhead.

Index Terms— End-point Information Mutation; Self-adaptive
Adjustment Mechanism; Adversary Strategy Awareness; Software
Defined Network; Satisfiability Modulo Theories

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of means of attack, new types of

attacks, such as zero-day exploit attack and Advanced Per-

sistent Threats, are on the rise. On the one hand, network

scanning attack uses different scanning strategies in different

kinds of network information system architectures. On the

other hand, the static and certainty feature of existing net-

work information system decreases the difficulty of scanning

attack. Traditional defense methods cannot defense proactively

without ascertaining all kinds of network attacks[1]. Therefore,

the contrast between the targeted of network scanning attack

strategy and the certainty of information system makes the

traditional security methods not adequate to new threats.[2].

In order to improve the advancement and effectiveness

of defensive mode, network based moving target defense[3]

comes into being. It tricks, evades and prevents scanning

attack by changing network configuration and status dynam-

ically. End-point mutation technique[4] is one of the key

techniques. NASR[5] prevents connection requests not within

service period by using address transition of packet header and

update of net-flow table based on DHCP update. SDNA[6]

confuses scanning attack by virtual hopping, which deploys a

hypervisor node in each subnet to ensure mutation consistency.

OF-RHM[7] proposed virtual end-point mapping mechanism

based on Openflow1. It converts real IP addresses to virtual IP

addresses so as to implementing end-point hopping. Jafarian

et. al[8] proposed ST-RHM mutation mechanism. It can resist

cooperative scanning attack effectively by using temporal-

spatial mixed mutation method based on SDN.

The key contributions of self-adaptive End-point Mutation

Technique based on Adversary Strategy Awareness (SEMT) is

shown as follows:

1) Adversary strategy awareness based on Sibson entropy

is proposed. It guides the choice of mutation mode by dis-

criminating the scanning attack strategy, which enhances the

defense capability.

2) End-point mutation based on satisfiability modulo theo-

ries is proposed. It uses satisfiability modulo theories[10] to

formally describe the constraints of mutation in order to ensure

the low-overhead of mutation implementation, which in turn

increases the availability of mutation mechanism.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF SEMT

The overall architecture of SEMT is shown in Fig. 1. It

implements scanning attack strategy identification and end-

point mutation by using hopping switch (HS) and hopping

controller (HC) collaboratively. In HC, the function of network

scanning attack strategy analysis engine is to analyze scanning

attack strategy. SMT calculator is to obtain the required

end-point information set. Hopping mapping engine is used

to convert Endpoint Information (EI) to hopping Endpoint

Information (hEI). The function of HS is to update information

of hopping pattern and net-flow tables. Besides, HS is used for

detecting, filtering and collecting network topology changes

and illegal connection requests.

III. SELF-ADAPTIVE END-POINT MUTATION ALGORITHM

A. Adversary Strategy Awareness Based on Sibson Entropy

Suppose the hEI space is divided into mBmL blocks, the

total number of failed requests in the tth hopping period is

1OpenFlow is the first standard communications interface defined between
the control and forwarding layers of an SDN architecture
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Fig. 1. Architecture of SEMT

Nfail. The number of failed request packets in the ith divided

hEI space is denoted as N i
fail. Eq. 1 is used to calculate the

probability distribution of the source and destination address of

failed requests in one hopping period denoted. Eq. 2 indicates

that the Sibson entropy of the source address probability

distribution of the failed request packets in the two consecutive

low-frequency hopping period. By comparing with the set

threshold, we can determine whther the attacker uses follow-

up scanning strategy.

P j
i (π) = πk · (

Nfail∑
k=1

πk)
(−1) (1)

DS(P
Src
t−1 (π), P

Src
t (π)) =

1

2
{Di[P

Src
t−1 (π), P

Src] +Di[P
Src
t (π), PSrc]} (2)

If the attacker uses the blind scanning strategy, the average

number of scanned times of every end-point information is

Nfail/mBmL in the ideal condition. However, because the

attacker cannot always complete a random scan of the whole

network address space within one hopping period, the Sibson

entropy directly calculated based on the distribution of failed

request packets of destination address and Nfail/mBmL in

one hopping period will be larger. Therefore, we use Chau-

venet criterion shown as Eq. 3 to eliminate the abnormal

HTHR. On the basis of the Eq. 4, we can calculate the

destination address probability distribution of the failed request

packets. By comparing with the setting threshold, we can

determine whether the attacker uses blind scanning strategy.

N i
fail −Nfail/mBmL

(mBmL)2/12
< ζ (3)

DS(P
Dst
t (π),

Nfail

m′Bm
′
L

) =

1

2
{D[PDst

t (π), PDst
t ] +D[

Nfail

m′Bm
′
L

, PDst
t ]} (4)

Furthermore, if attackers use mixed scanning strategies, SEMT

implements corresponding mutation strategy according to the

discrimination of scanning attack strategy so as to proactive

defense actively.

B. End-point Mutation based on SMT

Firstly, SMT solver is used to obtain the required hEI set,

which is to meet the constraints. Although SMT solving is

still N-P problem, the existing SMT solver, such as Z3[10]

can reach millions of orders of magnitude, thus can be used

effectively to obtain required hEI set.

If the network nodes needed protected are represent-

ed by {h1, h2, ..., hl} , which are distributed in subnets

{S1, S2, ..., Sk}, k ≤ l . The availability hEI set is represented

as hEI∧¬(hEI1∨ ...∨hEIk∨EI1∨ ...∨EIl) . The available

hEI set in base hopping period ( TBHR ) is divided into

mB number of Base Hopping Range (BHR) according to the

number of subnet and its scale. Then, each BHR is divided

into mL number of Low-frequency Temporal Hopping Range

(LTHR) in each low-frequency mutation period ( TLTHR )

according to the number of nodes in subnet and its resource

value. It has TBHR = c · TLTHR, c ∈ Z+. What’s more,

each LTHR is divided into mH number of High-frequency

Temporal Hopping Range (HTHR), which contains nHTHR

hEIs.

Since end-point information mutation implementation needs

HS and HC in collaboration, the mutation constraints can

be divided into routing constraints and end-point information

constraints. The details are as follows:
1) Capacity constraint: It refers to the maximum net-flow

volume of each hopping routes can carry. The details are
shown in equation 5 and 6.

∀hRj , C(hRj)−Bf −
∑

bij ·Bd ≥ Bth, so bki = 0 (5)

∑
k

∑
j1

∑
j1 �=j2

Dk
j1,j2 ≥ Φ (6)

2) Quality of service constraint: It means that the maximum

length of routing path cannot exceed the threshold Lmax,

which is shown in Eq. 7.

∑
bki ≤ Lmax, i ∈ {Src, hR1, ..., Dst} (7)

3) Mutation rate constraint: This constraint sets TEHP for
every nodes according to its resource value firstly. Based on
that, it assigns mutation space according to mutation rate and
repetition rate, which is specified in Eq. 8 and 9.

T i
EHP =

TLTHR

V i
(8)

N i
LTHR =

⌈
TLTHR

T i
EHP

⌉
nHTHR, NBHR =

∑
i∈Sx

N i
LTHR (9)

4) Mutation space selection constraint: This constraint ensures
every node can be assigned required hEI, and improves the
unpredictability of mutation, which is shown in Eq. 10.

∑
i<j≤M

bji ≥ 1
∑

bji ≥
N i

LTHR − 1

2δ3nHTHR
∀hEI ∈ F, bji = 0 (10)

In order to improve the defense benefit of end-point muta-

tion, SEMT selects different mutation strategy on the basis

588588588
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of scanning attack strategy analysis after meeting the SMT

constraints.

1) If it is blind scanning attack, weighted random hopping

strategy is used. Eq. 11 is used to calculate the weighted value

wEI
i of hEI in each TEHP . The higher the wEI

i is, the more

possibility of hEI might be selected in the following hopping

period.

{
0, if l ≤ l

M
− M2

6

1− 1
δ2

min (
√
DS , δ2), else

(11)

hEIα ∈ hEInHTHR ,

α = Hf (SrcIP, SrvID,KS) mod nHTHR + 1 (12)

2) If it is follow-up scanning attack, SEMT introduces

hopping period stretching based on weighted random muta-

tion. The so-called hopping period stretching means that the

hopping period of hEI is stretched according to both network

environment and scanning attack frequency change.

The magnitude of TEHP to decrease is shown in Eq. 13.

It means the t + 1th hopping period T t+1
EHP is determined by

the tth hopping period and scanning attack frequency, which

must be larger than TTL.

T t+1
EHP =

max[αT t
EHP d/n

t
fail + (1− α)T t

EHP , T
lb
EHP ] (13)

The magnitude of TEHP to increase is shown in Eq. 14. It

means the t + 1th hopping period T t+1
EHP is determined by

network delay, which must be smaller than Tub
HP .{

T t
EHP + t′d if T t

EHP + t′d ≤ Tub
EHP

Tub
EHP , else

(14)

3) If it is half-blind scanning attack, SEMT uses reverse muta-

tion strategy to defend. It constructs directed graph DG(V,E),
network nodes are divided into different groups according to

Weakly Connected Component (WCC). The reversed mutation

strategy assigns hEIs without weakly connected relationship to

end-point in the following hopping period, which can reduce

the success rate of scanning attack. Transition parameter tsit
is used to obtain the possibility of hj to be scanned in time,

which is shown in Eq. 15.

tsit+1 = αtsit + (1− α)tsi0 (15)

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Security Analysis

Suppose there are n1 targets node in the network, the end-

point information space is m , scanning width is w , and the

scanning frequency is 1/TSCN , the number of the end-point

information scanned by the attack is 1/TSCN ; the ratio of

scanning attack scanning frequency and mutation frequency is

r = TEHP /TSCN .

1) The capability of resisting blind scanning attack

Since the blind scanning attack are even scanning without

repetition, in static network TEHP = ∞, the probability that

an attacker has successfully scanned x end-point information

obeying the hyper-geometric distribution can be expressed as

Pb(x) = (Cx
nl
· Cns−x

m−nl
)/Cns

m . Therefore, in static network

when an attacker performs successful blind scanning, the

success rate is P static
b (x > 0) = 1 − Cns

m−nl
/Cns

m . In ST-

RHM[9] and SEMT network, the success rate that the attack-

er successfully scanned x end-point information within one

TEHP obeys Bernoulli distribution, and it can be expressed as

Pb(x) = Cx
nl
[nl/(nl+m)]x[1−nl/(nl+m)]ns−x. Therefore,

the probability that the attacker successfully launches blind

scanning is Pb(x > 0) = 1 − [1 − rwnl/(mnl + mrw)]ns.

Particularly when r = 1, the scanning attack frequency is

the same as the mutation frequency, the probability that an

attacker successfully launching blind scanning is Pb(x > 0) =
1− [1− rwnl/(mnl +mrw)]ns .

2) The capability of resisting half-blind scanning attack

When the attacker launch follow-up scanning attack, there

is r ≥ 1 . Suppose attackers can repeat scanning b times in one

TEHP . The success rate of attackers in ST-RHM is Pfu(x >
0) = 1 − [1 − (bn′l − nr)/(n

′
l + φmb)]ns . Since SEMT use

“fast decreasing, slow increasing” policy to increase mutation

frequency, it makes r ≤ 1 eventually. Therefore, the attacker’s

success rate is Pfu(x > 0) = 1−[1−(rn′l−nr)/(n
′
l+φm)]ns

.

3) The capability of resisting follow-up scanning attack

Since the half-blind scanning attack will repeat scanning

physically adjacent end-point information space, it may be

assumed that an attacker can repeat scanning a times, and

the end-point information space can be scanned is φm, φ ∈
(0, 1). In static network, the success rate is P static

hb (x >

0) = 1 − aC
ns/a
φm−n′

l
. For ST-RHM and SEMT, due to the

implementation of cheat mutation and reverse mutation, there

are nr = r|WCC(hi)| invalid hEIs in the next hopping

period. Therefore, the success rate to scan x hEI is Phb(x) =
Cx

n′
l
[(n′l − nγ)/(n

′
l + φm)]x[1 − (n′l − nγ)/(n

′
l + φm)]nS−x.

Therefore, after a times half-blind scanning, the success rate

is Phb(x > 0) = 1− a[1− (wrn′l − φmnγ + φmwr)]nS .

B. Mutation Overhead

The overhead of static networks, ST-RHM and SEMT

mutation is shown in Table I. Assuming the number of host

nodes in a subnet is nt, hEI space is nm, and EI can be

aggregated is na.

TABLE I
MUTATION COST

Mutation Computational Average Net-flow table
mechanism complex transmission delay size
Static network O(1) t× LS nl

ST-RHM O((γnh)
2) t× LS 1 + nmmH

SEMT O((γnh)
2) t× LS 1 +mHnm/na

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of SEMT,

we use Mininet[11] to build simulation network topology

and adopt Erdos-Renyi model for random network topology

589589589
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generation. We choose Openflow1.3 as HS and POX as HC.

The configuration of source and destination nodes is shown

in Table II. Besides, hEI is composed of Class B IP address

pool and 216 size port pool, σ = 5, δ1 = 0.05, δ2 = 0.075,

δ3 = 0.05, γ = 0.4, λ = 0.02, Lmax = 32, TLTHR = 50s,

ξ = 2.0.

TABLE II
CONFIGURATION OF EXPERIMENTAL NETWORK

Nodes OS corresponding HS V
Web Server Linux 16 5
FTP Server Linux 16 3
Clients Windows XP 1 2

A. Resisting of Scanning Attack

In practical environments[2][4], the attacker often filtered EI

through blind scanning. The success rate of mixed scanning

attack is shown in Fig. 2. SEMT can effectively reduce about

29% scanning attack compared with ST-RHM.

Fig. 2. Success rate of mixed scanning attack

B. Overhead

Since the routing forwarding complexity in SEMT mutation

is proportional to the size of net-flow table to be updated, the

size of net-flow table to be updated is tested in our experiment

to analyze routing load caused by SEMT mutation. Fig. 3

shows that SEMT routing capacity constraints can effectively

reduce the size of net-flow table.

Fig. 3. Experiments of flow table size

VI. CONCLUSION

End-point information mutation is a kind of proactive

network defense technique. Aimed at the blindness problem

and low availability of mutation mechanism in the course of

defense, self-adaptive end-point mutation technique based on

adversary strategy awareness is proposed. Adversary strategy

awareness based on Sibson entropy is designed in order to

guide the choice of mutation mode by discriminating the scan-

ning attack strategy, which enhances the defense benefit. Based

on the discrimination of scanning attack strategy, end-point

mutation based on satisfiability modulo theories is proposed.

We use satisfiability modulo theories to formally describe

and solve the constraints of mutation in order to ensure

the low-overhead of mutation, which decreases the defense

cost. Theoretical analysis and simulation experiments show

SEMT can disrupt almost 90% scanning attack even in mixed

scanning strategy. Consequently, SEMT has good defensive

performance, and ensures the low overhead of mutation at the

same time.
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